Badges & More List

Nicola Wohlgemuth, (1971)

Tec Field Surpression
Geopath Field Surpression
Mobile Networks Surpression
High Voltaic Surpression
Car Surpression
Mobile Phone Supression
Cordless phone + Base Station Surpression
Ebook Reader Suppression, Screen work
Super Teacher
School & learning

Equipped with a broader spectrum of different talents and
abilities than other people, Nicola Wohlgemuth creates an
explicable connection between her skills and science.
She has acquired her knowledge with a study of nature,
many lectures in the field of medicine, quantum physics,
genetics etc. as well as of Traditional Chinese Medicine,
the teaching of Indian chakra, Native American traditions
and healing methods. Learning the diverse types of massage trained her link between knowledge and its manual
application.
In her therapeutic work (for over 25 years) she has convinced people with her ability to accurately perceive the
causes of blockages and therefore tailor the therapy to be
particularly effective.

Happy Office
Happy Home
Waterpipe for House / Home
Waterpipe for Garden
Waterpipe for Stable

With the production of the Rostock-Essences she has set
a milestone in holistic medicine („medicine of the future“). Scientists, researchers, doctors and therapists have
learned to appreciate her work, versatility her bright mind
as have medicine men and women of indigenous peoples,
herbalists or organic farmers as well.
As her special talents let enable her to see vibrations and
be able to change their character, she found a way to change those energies / vibes stressing our system into helping
ones: the incredible badges

Emeles, the magic light stream
Indi Taste „alcohol adjustment“
Indi Food & Kitchen
Fridge & Freezer
Microwve Suppression
Coffee Can IndiCo
Coffee Spoon-IndiCo Travel
Tea Spoon - ITea

What nearly everyone realizes when talking to her is her
deep and honest respect for all living beings, life itself and
the planet on which we live.

Individual badge or pretty
pendent

There is much more !
visit

www.Solid-Sol.com
and let us introduce you to a wonderful way into a life full of living
energy, of joy and health!
Feel free to contact us - we are happy to help you
Get our free infobrochure - a booklet with loads of information, tipps and ideas to
make you life easier - healthier - happier!

store or distributor information:

Badges – small but powerful
Practical, affordable and reliable helpers that make
everyday life more pleasant. Damaging, disruptive
fields are converted into positive energy! Often copied
- never equaled! The metal badges are small and handy (3x5cm), easy to take along with frequent changes
of location in a stressed environment to take advantage of the protective fields. WLAN and Bluetooth suppression included on all badges.
All our badges build an energetic bubble-like protection field which differ only in the raidus of operation.
Under certain conditions, this working diameter can
be larger, but not smaller! No material can block the
effects of our badges, and of course, the retained information cannot be irritated or deleted (MIPESTM).
Technical and scientific monitoring since 1992,
Over 25 years of success -tested and proofed - easy
to handle and wallet friendly.
For the very first time it is possible to use energies
from the surrounding areas to help our system cure
itself without using a technical device.
In traditional ways to deal with technical fields or geopathic zones many products were designed to delete
those energetic fields. The problem is, that all kind of
protection is overrun one day and all the energy kept
away with that now broken barrier will flood over you.
Using the new method our badges have different topics – but never will energy be deleted, only changed!
Tec-Field suppression
As sourrounded 24/7 with
technical devices getting
more almost daily our whole
system cannot deal with such
a stress. Low affected we have difficulties to keep distance to other people, getting stressed more we cannot make decisions or emotionally react according to
the situation until our system is too overloaded and our
body also gets ill.
The Tec-field badge builds a spherical „suppression
field“ of about 7m diameter. Within this field it smooths
out all field peaks in technical oscillation areas. This
field is absolutely stable and completely independent

of the number of technical devices within this „sphere“
(50Hz and 60Hz; 110V, 240V to 1 KV). Workplace: Computer (PC, monitor, printer, scanner, etc.), living room (TV,
stereo equipment) kitchen (oven, dishwasher, microwave
etc.) or waterbeds. Important for water pumps used with
pools, ponds, fish tanks.
We recommend to have a Tec Field badge always with
you, because under most working or living conditions we
are almost permanently surrounded particularly by technical frequencies. Have a look around where you live, work,
go shopping, do sports… You will quickly understand
what we are talking about.
Space & Tec USB Stick
A super-practial combination for
daily use and protection at the
same time. A high quality usbstick (3.0, 8GB red, 32GB yellow)
which cover is programmed as a tec field suppression.
More information are stored as well – like having fun at
work, protection against getting stolen, longer durability.
Geopath Field Suppression
We know them as E-rays or earth
rays, including subterranean running water, Curry lines and Hartmann lines and various tectonic
fault lines (dislocations, fracturations and others). Geopathic zones shall never be deleted, because we need these
energies for our sense of orientation! But – the impact
should never be more than 30% - therefore the Geop.
Field badge regulates the impact to the optimal strength making a character-change with all energy that would
harm us (some people, weak or oversensitive will only
stand e.g. 15%). It is neutralizing all fault lines alone and
in all thinkable combinations worldwide. The maximum influence is always limited with 30 %. Field of protection has
a diameter of approximately 20m.
Mobile Networks Suppression
Looking out of a window in a town
very often those mobile transmission towers can be seen on the top
of many, many buildings. Being in
the transmission area means to

deal with the radiation as well. It is well known that
those frequencies do affect our living system – since
the start of mobile transmission especially allergies
escalated. We normally cannot escape from being
“roasted” – but we can do something to avoid the bad
effects on our health. Diameter app. 20 meters.
High Voltaic Suppression (110
kV-800kV).
A humming sound, the atmosphere seems tighter and the
feeling of pressure on one’s heart are only a few examples how we experience HV.
It is clear, considering the iron-centre of our red blood
cell, every kind of electrical field will have an effect
on these cells. The stronger the field the worse the
influence and effects.
A great problem occurs when mobile-transmission
devices are fixed on the top of HVDC-distance towers because both kind of frequencies will come into
a very strong resonance. Diameter is 20m.
Emeles, MLS – a magical light stream
Emeles builds up a stream of light retaining information. - unbreakable, practical, dishwasher safe, safe
for children, handy and cheap - ready to use at any
moment and you‘ll love travelling with it!
The basic idea was creating a cheap and practical
product with which you can inform drinking water
and charging it with positive time-adequate energy.
Now, with Emeles it is possible to introduce any information to anything you can think of: food, water,
medicine.... You even can apply MLS onto wounds or
hurting muscles, joints
ect. Emeles retains
loads of information
connected with this
special age, further
colours, sounds, notes
and more. Emeles is
an energetical guiding
line for this age helping
to cope with the changes and overthrows.

